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National Consumer Law Center
The National Consumer Law Center uses its expertise in consumer law and energy policy to work for
consumer justice and economic security for low-income and other disadvantaged people, including older
adults and people of color. NCLC works with nonprofit and legal services organizations, private attorneys,
policymakers, and federal and state government and courts across the nation to stop exploitive practices, help
financially stressed families build and retain wealth, and advance economic fairness.

Justice in Aging
Justice in Aging is a national organization that uses the power of law to fight senior poverty by securing
access to affordable health care, economic security, housing, and the courts for older adults with limited
resources. Since 1972 we have focused our efforts on populations that have traditionally lacked legal protection
such as women, people of color, LGBT individuals, and people with limited English proficiency.
Justice in Aging has a particularly strong interest in working with older adult advocates to preserve housing
stability for low-income older adults, with a focus on the racial disparities in homeownership and housing
affordability experienced by older Black, Latino/a, and immigrant homeowners and renters.

Introduction
Homeownership, and the corresponding equity and economic stability it provides, is the primary way
that American families accumulate and pass on intergenerational wealth. Due to a long history of racially
discriminatory housing policies and practices and residential segregation that persists to this day, there is a large
racial and ethnic gap in homeownership rates. Approximately 44% of Black households own their own homes,
compared to 74% of white households, and this racial gap in homeownership accounts for nearly 40% of the
racial wealth gap.1 The gap in the homeownership rate between Black and white families in the United States is
bigger today than it was in the 1960s when it was legal to refuse to sell someone a home because of the color of
their skin.
Discriminatory tax assessment and appeal practices, especially during the Jim Crow era, contributed to the
persistent homeownership gap.2 Black-owned properties were routinely and intentionally over assessed, resulting
in the loss of those properties for owners who could not afford the taxes. The disparities persist today. Black and
Latino/a residents face an unequal property assessment and appeals process that results in higher tax burdens,
and a greater risk of tax foreclosure.3
Older, low-income homeowners, many of whom are Black, Latino/a or immigrants, face a myriad of other
threats and financial pressures that jeopardize their ability to preserve a lifetime of equity they have built up in
their homes.
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Many have difficulty affording the costs of maintaining their homes on low, fixed-incomes, including paying
for taxes and municipal services. As a result, these older homeowners are disproportionately subject to tax lien
foreclosure, which can result in a devastating loss of homes and the accumulated equity in those homes.

Overview of the Taxation of Real Property
All states have enacted statutes which authorize both the creation of a lien against real property when taxes
on the property are not paid and the enforcement of this lien is by a sale of the property.4 These statutory
schemes are not uniform. Nevertheless, certain common features exist.
There are three basic opportunities for intervention in the real estate taxation process. It is possible to:
•

Object to assessments of the property value;

•

Assist in seeking tax abatements, exemptions, or compromises; and

•

Contest tax lien enforcement or foreclosure.

As with many areas of consumer law, preventing an unmanageable debt from arising in the first instance is
the best approach for preventing a tax sale. For that reason, analysis should begin with the assessment process.
Tax abatement and exemption programs are discussed below. Another rule of thumb is that if there is basis to
contest the tax lien, it is best to take this action as early as possible, as state law may preclude the property owner
from doing so later.
While the focus of this chapter summary is primarily on ad valorem5 property tax assessment liens and sales,
it should be noted that there are other types of governmental liens authorized by state statutes. For example, a
municipality may impose a lien for unpaid water and sewer charges or for charges connected with the repair of
a building after a building code violation.6 Some local governments have established loan programs to finance
energy efficiency home improvements that require the property owner to enter into a contract creating a special
assessment that is secured by a lien against the property.7 The enforcement process of these liens is likely to be
similar to the enforcement of regular ad valorem property taxes.8
Issues related to property tax sales, including those resulting from vacant properties, can have a significant
impact on local communities. Tenants in rental properties subject to tax foreclosures are also affected, and they
typically do not receive adequate notice of tax sales.9 However, this chapter summary focuses on the impact of
tax sales on residential homeowners.

The Real Property Taxation Process
Property Assessment
The first step in the taxation process is the determination or assessment of the value of the real property, in
accordance with the method of valuation used in the jurisdiction. Some jurisdictions assess at full value while
others use a percentage of full value.10 It should be noted, however, that merely because property is assessed
at full value for tax purposes does not mean that the actual tax is higher than the tax in a jurisdiction using a
percentage assessment. It is the tax rate that determines the amount of the tax. For example, when a full value
assessment is used, and the tax rate is two percent, the tax will be lower than if a sixty percent of value assessment
is used with a tax rate of 3.5%.
In most jurisdictions these valuations are then reviewed by a board of “equalization” whose role is to ensure
that similar properties are taxed equally so that the tax burden is distributed evenly. The tax is then levied (or
imposed) in proportion to the assessment at a percentage set by statute. State and local law always includes some
process for challenging an assessment.
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The Tax Lien
If the property tax is not paid within a certain time period, the tax bill becomes a lien on the property.11 The
creation of a tax lien generally occurs automatically by operation of state statute. The lien also typically becomes
effective as against fixtures on the property. This may include a manufactured home, if under state law the home
is fixed to the land.12
By statute, a tax lien almost always has first priority over all other liens, including mortgages, whether created
before or after the tax lien.13 These statutes have been upheld on the grounds that priority is essential to the
government collecting the revenue necessary to conduct its business.14
Because a tax lien will generally supersede any mortgages, mortgage holders in first lien position will
normally insist that taxes be paid through an escrow account established by the lender.15 The mortgage holder or
its servicer then pays the taxes as they come due from funds in the escrow account. Occasionally, the failure of
the holder or servicer to make timely or correct disbursements out of escrow to pay taxes will result in a tax lien
foreclosure.16
A large percentage of the homeowners who are facing a property tax foreclosure or tax lien sale are older
homeowners who do not have mortgages on their homes, perhaps because the mortgages have already been paid
off. Therefore, no mortgage holder or servicer is involved in the payment of these taxes.

The Tax Lien Foreclosure Process
Most jurisdictions follow three sequential steps to foreclose on properties delinquent on taxes;
•

Imposition of a lien and notification of pending tax sale;

•

Sale of the tax lien or tax deed; and

•

Final enforcement of the lien through foreclosure.

The final step generally results in a transfer of the property to the taxing authority or tax sale purchaser
and cuts off the ownership interests of the homeowner in the property. In between the first and final stages,
homeowners typically have a redemption period during which they can remove the lien and reacquire full
ownership of the property by paying the taxes owed, plus interest, penalties, attorney fees, and costs.
Because the property tax lien and sale are entirely created by statute, courts have generally held that all
statutory requirements be substantially followed in order to have a valid sale.17 Thus, the tax itself must be valid.
It must be properly levied, and it must be properly assessed. Otherwise, the sale may be set aside.18

Notification of Tax Sale
At some point following a period of nonpayment of property taxes, the tax obligation becomes a lien on
the property. In some states, a lien for the tax obligation may arise automatically upon assessment even without
a delinquency. If the outstanding taxes are not paid or the tax lien is not discharged by payment, the taxing
authority will generally initiate the first “notification” stage of the tax sale process. The sale process is usually
commenced by the taxing authority’s preparation of a list of delinquent tax properties, identifying the taxpayer,
the property, and the amount of tax due. The list is recorded and published in the local newspaper. Some form
of personal notice is also provided on the property owners and any lien holders. An order of sale is issued to
the appropriate government official to conduct the sale.19 While all states require some form of notice to the
taxpayer, the sale in most jurisdictions involves no judicial process.20
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The Tax Sale
There are three different approaches taxing authorities use to dispose of tax liens during the second “tax sale”
stage following nonpayment of taxes by homeowners:
• auction,
•

negotiated bulk sale, and

•

securitization.21

The auction method was the only method used until the 1990s, and it remains the most common tax sale
procedure today. Following efforts to privatize government functions in other areas, some local governments
have used bulk sales of tax liens as a means to shift tax collection responsibility to private entities. This same
goal has been achieved by a small number of local governments through the pooling and sale of tax liens in a
securitization process similar to that used in the mortgage industry for mortgage-backed securities.22
In some jurisdictions, the property itself is sold at the tax sale, in a process analogous to an execution sale.
The property may be sold at auction to the highest bidder, though often it is sold for the amount of unpaid
taxes.23 Because the purchaser typically receives a tax deed to the property, the tax sale procedure in such states
may be referred to as a “tax deed” sale.
In other states, something less than full title to the property is initially sold. Because the purchaser typically
receives a tax lien certificate, the tax sale procedure in such states may be referred to as a “tax lien certificate”
sale. For example, in Illinois, the purchaser at the tax sale receives a certificate of purchase upon payment of the
delinquent taxes and costs.24 After the expiration of the period of redemption, the certificate holder may obtain
the tax deed by initiating an action.25 In Minnesota, a tax judgment is sold. If the property is not redeemed
before the expiration of the statutory redemption period, the property forfeits to the purchaser.26

Bidding Procdure at Auctions
Unlike traditional auction sales and mortgage foreclosure sales, potential buyers at a tax sale in most states do
not bid based on the value of the property, because the property is sold for the amount of unpaid taxes, interest,
fees, penalties, and related costs. In states that do not permit the property to be sold for more than the unpaid
taxes, there is generally no competitive, value-based bidding such as might exist at other auction sales. However,
when there is more than one bidder on the property, states generally have devised some proxy for competitive
bidding through three primary methods: the percentage ownership method, the interest rate method, and the
overbid method.
In the percentage ownership method, the “highest” bidder is the purchaser who is willing to accept the
smallest proportional share or fraction of the total tax sale interest in the property that is sold.27 For example, in
a tax deed sale in which there is bidding, the sale may result in the purchaser acquiring a ten percent interest in
the property. If the property is not redeemed by the homeowner and the tax deed is foreclosed, the homeowner
would still retain a ninety percent interest in the property. Because fractional interests are not as marketable
as full title in property, this form of bidding is generally less desirable to potential purchasers. However, for
purchasers who are interested in receiving a return in investment in the form of interest and penalty payments
upon redemption and have no desire to obtain a full ownership interest in the property, this bidding procedure
is not a deterrent.
The interest rate method assigns the lien to the bidder who requests the lowest rate for interest due upon
redemption in addition to the unpaid taxes.28 For example, state law may set the maximum interest to be paid by
the homeowner upon redemption at 18%, but the winning bid may be awarded to the potential purchaser who
is willing to accept redemption interest at the rate of 14%. This type of bidding can benefit the homeowner by
reducing the costs of redemption.
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The last method, the overbid method, assigns the lien to the bidder who pays the highest additional amount
after paying the unpaid taxes on the property. Any surplus above the tax obligation and costs of sale is usually
paid to the former owner or to junior recorded lienholders if required by law.29
No matter which bidding method is used, the proceeds from the sale are then used to pay the outstanding
tax bill, penalties, interest, and costs of the sale. In states where a tax deed to the property is sold at auction to
the highest bidder, any excess proceeds may be subject to claims of interested parties, such as the former owner
and holders of junior liens on the property.30

Transfer without Auction
In some jurisdictions, there is no sale at all, or it may not occur until after the property is transferred. The
taxing authority or local government simply executes on its lien by taking the property. This is similar to the
process referred to as “strict foreclosure” of mortgages. For example, in New Hampshire, unpaid taxes become a
lien against the property after expiration of a statutory period.31 The taxpayer and others with a recorded interest
in the property are given notice of the lien together with a redemption period of two years and one day to pay
off the lien. If the lien is not paid, the town takes the property free and clear of all liens.32 Once the property
is acquired by the taxing authority or local government, state law generally provides a procedure for final
disposition of the property. In Minnesota, the property is initially forfeited to the state for unpaid taxes and fees
and then sold at public auction to the highest bidder for not less than the appraised value.33 Sometimes, taxing
authorities sell tax liens through a negotiated bulk sale (a bundle of tax liens) or a securitization process.

After the Tax Sale: Redemption and Foreclosure of Rights
Full rights to the property sold at a tax sale generally do not pass immediately to the purchaser. Rather,
state law typically provides that the purchaser acquires an interest in the property subject to redemption by the
former owner.34 The former owner has a right to redeem the property by paying to the purchaser the purchase
price plus interest within the time period allowed by statute.35 If the former owner does not redeem within
the prescribed period, the purchaser acquires title to the property free and clear of all liens created prior to the
sale.36 In some states, the deed is issued to the purchaser automatically upon the expiration of the redemption
period; in other states a tax sale purchaser must apply for the deed and then bring a foreclosure action to cut off
the right of redemption or an action to quiet title.37 Most states do not require that the taxing authority or the
purchaser reimburse the former owner for any surplus equity in the property when the property is transferred to
the purchaser.
Judicial supervision over the tax sale process varies considerably from state to state. In approximately half of
the states, particularly those in which the redemption right terminates automatically, there is no court oversight
of the tax sale process.38 Similar to non-judicial mortgage foreclosure proceedings, there is no judge reviewing
the process to ensure that the law has been followed.

Grounds for Challenging Tax Sales
After a tax sale has been conducted, it may be possible to unwind the sale through a legal challenge. The
grounds on which courts have set aside sales include the following:
•

Defects in the tax lien or the tax sale process;

•

Taxes are not owed;

•

Fraud in the sale or redemption process;

•

Purchaser’s lack of legal authority to bid;

•

Excusable neglect;
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Equitable grounds;

•

Inadequacy of sale price;

•

Avoidance in bankruptcy as a fraudulent transfer;

•

Inadequate notice; and

•

Constitutional due process issues and other constitutional challenges.
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Constitutional and Fair Housing Claims
In addition to statutory and equitable defenses or claims, constitutional grounds for challenging tax sales
include:
•

Failure to comply with due process; and

•

Failure to provide just compensation for loss of significant equity that remains after tax debts have been
paid.

Jurisdictions and governmental actors must provide proper notice to owners and each party with a record
interest in the property, along with a full and adequate opportunity to contest the action before foreclosure.
Further, due process requires adequate notice at each stage of the tax lien foreclosure process, including notice
of post-sale procedures and redemption rights.39 However, even after property loss occurs, advocates can
potentially raise a federal or state Takings Clause claim.40 As previously noted, most states do not require the
taxing authority or the purchaser to reimburse the former owner for any surplus equity after property transfer to
the purchaser. Several courts have found that tax foreclosure qualifies as an unconstitutional taking if the process
fails to provide former owners with sufficient opportunity to recover surplus equity.41
Tax sale policies that lead to a disparate impact on racial minorities may also potentially violate the Fair
Housing Act (FHA).42 Under the FHA, it is illegal to “refuse to sell or rent…or to refuse to negotiate for the
sale or rental of, or otherwise make unavailable or deny, a dwelling to any person because of race, color, religion,
sex, familial status, or national origin.”43 Moreover, the FHA prohibits housing policies or practices that have a
disproportionately adverse effect on protected classes even in the absence of discriminatory intent.44 Courts have
generally interpreted the FHA’s statutory language broadly and determined that the FHA applies to property tax
policies that “make unavailable or deny a dwelling to racial minorities without proper justification.”45

Fraud by Tax Sale Speculators
In many communities, there is a group of predatory speculators that seek to profit by manipulating the tax
sale process. Some of these speculators buy many properties at tax sale. They then seek to lure unsophisticated
homeowners to transfer their redemption rights in exchange for expensive or fraudulent sale-leaseback schemes
or high-rate loans.
Speculators may also seek to obtain properties at below-market cost and then resell them at a substantial
profit. Some of these speculators will do everything possible to frustrate redemption by the taxpayer. Depending
on the statutory rules, schemes can include failure to provide required notices, efforts to hide an address which
can be used for tendering redemption payments, and misstatements of the redemption amount to frighten
homeowners into walking away from their homes.46
Remember that homeowners retain their redemption rights even when a tax sale gives a speculator rights
in the property. The letter of the law should be enforced against speculators and predatory practices should be
challenged in court. Even if there is no way to undo the tax sale itself, the victim may have fraud and other
damages claims against the predator.47
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Conclusion
Property tax liens and property tax foreclosures deprive older adults of the ability to age in place, benefit
from the wealth built through homeownership, and pass that wealth on to their heirs. Homeowners of color
may be at greatest risk of tax foreclosure, due to patterns of unequal wealth accumulation, which make them
more likely to struggle if they experience a loss of income; and due to patterns of disproportionate property
assessment.
Community outreach is particularly important to prevent older homeowners from losing their homes
to property tax foreclosure or to scammers that exploit the threat of tax foreclosure. When homeowners are
targeted, legal representation can make the difference between losing everything and holding onto the family
home.

Additional Resources
•

National Consumer Law Center: Home Foreclosures (2019), Chapter 15

•

National Consumer Law Center: The Other Foreclosure Crisis: Property Tax Lien Sales (July 2012)

•

Community Legal Services: The Philadelphia Tax Property Handbook

Case consultation assistance is available for attorneys and professionals seeking more information to
help older adults. Contact NCLER at ConsultNCLER@acl.hhs.gov.
This Issue Brief was supported by contract with the National Center on Law and Elder Rights, contract number
HHS75P00121C00033, from the U.S. Administration on Community Living, Department of Health and Human Services, Washington, D.C. 20201.
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Ct. App. 1998) (holding that under Washington law action to quiet title is necessary after foreclosure of IRS tax lien, ejectment
action unavailable).
38 Frank Alexander, Tax Lien, Tax Sales and Due Process, 75 Ind. L. J. 748, 753, n.14 (2000). See also Appx. G, infra.
39 See generally National Consumer Law Center, Home Foreclosures § 15.3.4.1-5 (outlining due process and notice requirements for
tax sales).
40 The Fifth Amendment of the US Constitution states that private property may not be taken for public use without just compensation.
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41 See, e.g., Coleman ex rel Bunn v. District of Columbia, 70 F. Supp. 3d 58 (D.D.C. 2014)(rejecting argument that forfeiting equity
was an extra incentive for payment of taxes rather than an unconstitutional taking); Rafaeli, LLC v. Oakland County, 952 N.W.
2d 434, 460 (Mich. 2020)(finding that retention of surplus proceeds far in excess of tax debts amounts to a taking under the state
constitution and cannot be justified as a valid form of tax collection); In Rem Tax Foreclosure Action No. 53 Borough of Brooklyn,
Index No. 8700/2015, 2019 WL 1431423 (Sup. Ct. Kings Cty, Mar. 28, 2019)(holding that city’s transfers of properties valued in
excess of tax liens without giving owners the opportunity to recoup surplus were unlawful takings).
42 To the extent that disparate impact may be the result of intentional discrimination, advocates could also raise an equal protection
claim. See Dorce v. City of New York, No. 19-CV-2216 (JGK), 2022 WL 2286381, at 13 (S.D.N.Y. June 24, 2022)(finding that,
in alleging that city tax foreclosure proceedings targeted homeowners of color, former property owners sufficiently stated claim for
violation of equal protection).
43 42 U.S.C. § 3604(a)(2012) (emphasis added).
44 24 CFR § 100.500.
45 Brighton Park Neighborhood Council v. Berrios, No. 17 CH 16453, 2019 WL 4178606, at 8 (Ill.Cir.Ct. Feb. 07, 2019). See
also MorningSide Cmty. Org. v. Sabree, No. 16-008807-CH, slip op. at 16-17 (Mich. Cir. Ct. Oct. 17, 2016) (holding that tax
foreclosure policy was prohibited conduct under the FHA); Coleman v. Seldin, 181 Misc. 2d 219, 236 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 1999) (finding
that real property tax assessment system was subject to the FHA). See generally Coty Montag, Lien in: Challenging Municipalities’
Discriminatory Water Practices Under the Fair Housing Act, 55 Harv. C.R.-C.L. L. Rev. 199, 217-24 (2020)(discussing recent FHA
litigation related to lien sales and foreclosures).
46 See, e.g., Parks v. Wells Fargo Home Mortg., Inc., 398 F.3d 937 (7th Cir. 2005) (noting that state court had vacated tax sale deed
based on actual fraud of “tax scavenger” who had falsely verified in state court petition that she had caused sheriff to personally serve
homeowners with statutory notice).
47 Id. See, e.g., In re New Jersey Tax Sales Certificates Antitrust Litig., 2014 WL 5512661 (D.N.J. Oct. 31, 2014) (claim under tax sale
law dismissed in class action involving bid-rigging conspiracy for failure to allege redemption from defendants). See also National
Consumer Law Center, Mortgage Lending Ch. 4 (3d ed. 2019), updated at www.nclc.org/library.

